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Recursive algorithm is proposed for identification single-input-single-output (SISO) fractional order Hammer-
stein systems with noise in output signal.  The estimates are proved to be convergent to the true values with 
probability one. The results of a simulated example indicate that the proposed algorithm provides good esti-
mates/  
Keywords: consistency, fractional order system, Hammerstein system, nonlinear least square, output-error, par-
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Introduction 
Throughout the last few decades, the identification methods of the linear systems have been ex-
plored intensively. But in the field of nonlinear systems, the modelling issue is more complicat-
ed and harder. 
 For many systems, when there is a wide operating area rather than a unique operating point, a 
linear model cannot be used. In this case non-linear models such as Volterra series, neural net-
works, Hammerstein and Wiener-type models can be used. Hammerstein models are composed 
of a memoryless static nonlinearity followed by a linear dynamical system. 
They have been used e.g., for modeling biological processes [1], [2], chemical processes [3], 
and in signal processing applications [4]. Hammerstein models have also been shown to be use-
ful for control problems  [5]. 
As far as the applications of fractional calculus are concerned there is a large number of re-
search on viscoelasticity/damping, [6, 7] and chaos/fractals [8], dielectric materials [9], electro-
chemical processes and flexible robot [10], traffic in information networks [11]. 
Due to their long memory behavior, the identification of fractional order models is more diffi-
cult compared with those of the integer order models.  
In this paper, a Hammerstein model, with a static non-linear part connected to a fractional linear 
part, is considered. Non-recursive identification methods considered in [12,13,14]. The aim of 
this paper is to present new method recursive identification the output-error Hammerstein sys-
tem with error in the equation.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents problem statement and intro-
duces some notational conventions. Recursive algorithms are given and their strong consistency 
is proved in Section 2. To justify theoretical assertions some numerical simulation results are 
demonstrated in Section 3. Some short concluding remarks are finally given in Section 4. 
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Problem Statement  
The structure of Hammerstein systems is shown in figure (1). It consists of a static non-linear 
part connected to a dynamic linear part: 
 
Fig. 1. Hammerstein system consists of a memoryless static non-linearity followed by a linear dynamical system 
Let’s consider the fractional Hammerstein system described by the stochastic equations      
 
                                 (1) 
where    
the Euler’s function  is defined as , 
Newton’s binomial is generalized to non-integer orders using the Euler’s function 
  
 nonlinear function. 
When  is unknown, it can be approximated with a polynomial expansion 
 
This class of models includes the class of Hammerstein integer order models. 
The following assumptions are introduced: 
1.  The dynamic system (1) is asymptotically stable. 
2. Noises  and  are statistically independent sequences with   
a.s., where  is the expectation operator.  
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4. Sequence are random signals with ,   and 
 a.s., 
matrix  is restricted positive defi-
nite. 
5. Ratio     is known apriori. 
It is required to recursive estimate unknown vector of coefficients  fractional order Ham-
merstein system, described by the equation (1) in observable sequences , . 
Recursive identification algorithm 
Equation (1) is represented  in the vector form as a linear regression:   





From requirement 2 it follows that  generalized error  has zero mean. We obtain that  
variance of generalized error equal to: 
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Let’s define the estimates  of the unknown true value from requirement of minimum consid-
ered square variance  weighted [14]: 
 
Theorem1. The estimates of unknown vector  can be obtained by means of the stochastically 
gradient algorithm of the functional minimization: 
       (3) 
where  sequence for which the requirements:  
6.   и  at    
7. ,  a.s. 
are met, then the estimates defined by algorithm (3) or  a.s., or  
Proof. Function (2) can be represented as:  
               , 
as follows from 1, 5 [15].                                                  
In this case the asymptotic continuous deterministic model can be represented as [16]: 
  . 
Suppose Lyapunov function is equal to as    . 
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            (4) 
where for   
 euclidean norm. 
For equality (4) a priori requires the boundedness of , which is an implicit requirement for 
the growth rate of as , and in our case 
                                                                              
From the boundedness sum provided in the 7 and the sequence implies that the sum
 of which implies the validity of (4). 
Of the theorems given in [16], it follows that at 1-7, the sequence  is bounded and tends to
 the points of the set  consists of stationary points of functional 
[17]. 
However, theorem 3.15 [17] implies that probable accumulation points of algorithm (3) are the 
points of set 
 
Let’s show that , i.e. set  consists of a single point . 
For this purpose let’s take functional  
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                                      (4)   
where  is a minimal eigenvalue of the regular pencil of matrices [18], i.e.  is the mini-
mal root of equation  Assume that  and  
are their eigenvectors. Then, , where  are stationary values of function , 
which can be obtained at , equal to  respectively. Hence, stationary values of func-
tion ;  are obtained at points 
  
 
It follows from (4) that   
It remains to show that                                          
             (5)                                                 
only at one stationary point  
The problem of determining minimum of function  is equivalent to the constrained extre-
mum problem  
                                           (6) 
Problem (6) can be solved by means of Lagrange multiplier method. Then, the required condi-
tions will be written as follows 
                                  (7) 
where  is Lagrange undetermined multiplier. Solution set of system (7), are  
and their eigenvectors . 
Let’s test matrix  for its positive definiteness. From (4)  it follows that 
         
where  and   are minimal eigenvalue of matrices  and  respectively.  
Again, Sturm’s theorem [19] implies that  
or                 (8) 
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From (8) it follows that matrix  is non-negatively defined only at  and (5) is 
performed , i.e. for all  matrix has negative eigenvalues, hence (3). The 
main feature of the algorithm which enables us to prove global convergence of the simple sto-
chastically gradient algorithm is that function  is limited both from above and below. 
Among all stationary points of function  only point  is the minimum point, whereas all 
other points are saddle points and one point is a maximum point. 
Simulation results 
The offered algorithm has been realized in Matlab and compared to recursive least square 
(RLS) method.  
The dynamic system is defined  by the equations   
  
The noise-free input is defined as  
 
where  - is white noise. 
Initial parameters are equal to 0. 
Fig. 2-4 gives plots of the root mean squared error (RMSE) which is defined by 
                     
Conclusion 
In this paper, the recursive algorythm of consistent estimation of Hammerstein system has been 
studied. Simulation results indicate that the RLS method gives biased results. Hammerstein sys-
tems have received much attention because of its important applications in signal processing, 
communications and control systems. 
 
Fig. 2. RMSE of parameter estimates for , : 1-proposed algorithm; 2-RLS; 
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Fig. 3. RMSE of parameter estimates for , : 1-proposed algorithm; 2-RLS; 
 
Fig. 1. RMSE of parameter estimates for , : 1-proposed algorithm; 2-RLS. 
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